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With the popularity of fingerprint recognition on intelligent phone, the fingerprint
encryption technology and its security are received much concern. The
fingerprint fuzzy vault scheme integrate the obscure attribute of the biometric data
into the exact  attribute of the secret . And for this advantage , A lot of scholar
work on the  fingerprint fuzzy vault .A number of fingerprint fuzzy vault scheme
had been proposed, and the fingerprint fuzzy vault scheme based on N- Neighbor
matching which is proposed Wang is one of them. In the encryption stage of this
scheme ,the fingerprint N- Neighbor structure is used to construct the vault. In the
encryption stage of this scheme , the system implement the identification of the
users by matching the N- Neighbor structure. This scheme has a good
performance in efficiency and accuracy. However, the security of this scheme has
not been research. In addition, the security of N- Neighbor structure.
The rapid development of science and technology of the times, people are
increasingly concerned about security, because the development of technology
has brought advances in hacking techniques. And in recent years, more and more
people were attacked by password guessing, phishing scams etc. had led to the
bank account and password leaked, money stolen from unnecessary trouble and
big loss. had led to the bank account and password leaked, money stolen from
unnecessary trouble and big loss. In general, A security program is an important
indicator of the viability of the program.
In this paper, the main content as follows:
1. In this paper, comprehend the study of fingerprint fuzzy vault, fingerprint
comprehend and the fingerprint fuzzy vault scheme based on N- Neighbor
matching.
2 Analysis the security of DNFV on different aspects. An attack scheme via













theory and practice that the DNFV scheme is insecure. At the same time, a
suggestion is proposed to amend the DNFV.
3 An modified ARM for DNFV is proposed and implemented to attack the fuzzy
vault in this paper.
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